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On 12 November, twenty-four French-made Bastion armored personnel carriers arrived at 
the Georgian port Poti to be dispatched to Armenia. This transaction is a partial outcome 
of the agreement between Paris and Yerevan that was announced less than a month ago, 
on 23 October. According to media reports, this deal stipulates France to provide Armenia 
with short-range surface-to-air missiles, three radar systems, fifty units of armored 
vehicles, and night vision goggles. Hence, in the coming weeks and months, more French 
weapons and military equipment are expected to be shipped to Armenia. The France-
Armenia deal, however, does not only cover weapons and military equipment. It also lays 
down French assistance for reforming the Armenian army, including military education, 
training, exchange of experience, and cooperation between military academies. As such, 
what is on the table is not just a simple weapon sale, but a perspective of a 
comprehensive and long-reaching cooperation between France and Armenia in the 
military sphere.

Yet, nor is this all. In the last couple of weeks, there were a few more quite curious 
developments on the Armenia-West nexus.

On 9 November, the Chief of the General Staff of the Italian Armed Forces Admiral 
Giuseppe Cavo Dragone paid a working visit to Armenia. During this visit, the sides 
discussed issues related to Armenian-Italian defense cooperation and regional security 
bilateral cooperation and also outlined the directions for cooperation between the Italian 
and Armenian Armed Forces in 2024.

On 13 November, the inaugural Strategic Dialogue between the United Kingdom and 
Armenia was held in London. The joint statement  issued after the meeting underlined 
that UK-Armenia defence cooperation, which continues to expand with increased numbers 
of personnel from the Armenian military and Ministry of Defence, and police (MOIA) 
personnel receiving English Language training instruction, as well as places on UK senior 
and junior command and leadership courses, and multi-national peace-keeping and mine-
awareness packages. The statement added that both parties looked forward to the sixth 
round of UK-Armenia Staff Talks later this month.

Lastly, on 15 November, the second high-level EU-Armenia Political and Security Dialogue 
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took place again in Brussels. Among other things, the sides discussed the possibility of 
non-lethal support to Armenia through the European Peace Facility (EPF).[1]

All these developments suggest that an unprecedented cooperation in the military sphere 
between the West and Armenia is being devised. At this point, the comprehensiveness 
and the depth of the cooperation are not the main point; the gist of the matter is the 
emergence of such a vision. In this sense, the French Ambassador to Armenia Olivier 
Decottignies statement that the French-Armenian arms deal is a signal to NATO partners 
and his words about transforming the French-Armenian relations from a humanitarian-
grounded one to a strategic one are signaling. Here, it should be noted that, in fact, the 
signal to NATO partners has already been given by the US through several high-level 
meetings including the Armenian Chief of General Staff Edvard Asryans visit to 
Washington in July 2023 during which defense partnership between the US and Armenia 
was discussed. The US-Armenia joint military drills in Armenia in September was another 
one. All in all, what we see is West carving out a new Armenia strategy. The long-time 
Armenophile France seems to be in the driving seat.

Then the question is why this novelty? What is the logic behind the West's new Armenia 
strategy?

The answer lies in the Russia containment policy of the West, the deteriorating Armenia-
Russia relations, and the consequent search of Yerevan for a new patron saint. In 
epitome, following the 2020 Karabakh war, the long-standing and widespread perception 
of Russia as a security provider was significantly shattered in Armenia, and the Russia-
sceptic West-leaning Pashinyan government capitalized on the anti-Russia resentments to 
inspirit a pro-West policy in the country. The West that pursues a policy of Russia 
containment policy perceived a window of opportunity in these developments to further 
pull Armenia off from Russia, bring it to its orbit, and institute it as another outpost 
against Russia.

This newly developing geopolitical game is quite likely to have some repercussions.

It can be seen that particularly the radical sections of the Armenian elite declamatorily 
celebrate the French-Armenian arms deal, even in such an exaggerated manner to label it 
as one of the greatest foreign policy victories of Armenia. This mood in Armenia is prone 
to feed revanchist ideas against Azerbaijan and is likely to encourage some in the ruling 
circles to drag their feet to finalize the normalization and peace processes.

On the Azerbaijani side, it can be seen that the French-Armenia arms deal has raised 
concerns. Baku, perceiving the formation of an anti-Azerbaijan Western-Armenian front 
and worrying about that, may incline into preemptive coercive measures against Yerevan. 
Such a development would mean localized and short-haul armed clashes between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan, instability in the South Caucasus as a consequence, and more 
security challenges for Yerevan that the Western support could not halt at least in the 
short term.

Irans reception of the Armenia-West military cooperation is also another matter that 
should be factored in. For decades, Iran had supported Armenia against Azerbaijan. After 
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the 2020 war, some signals of a change in Irans approach began to be seen, though 
Tehran, so far, has not adopted a fairly consistent policy vis-à-vis Armenia and Azerbaijan. 
Rather, it continued its zik-zaks. The developing Armenia-West military cooperation is 
quite likely to incline Tehran into revising its Armenia policy and gradually adopting an 
Armenia-sceptic approach. Should this happen, Armenia will find itself further isolated in 
the region.

As argued above, the West's Russia containment policy is the main driver of the 
developing Armenia-West military cooperation. Therefore, it is quite natural to expect 
Moscow to follow the recent developments with suspicion and resentment. As such, it is 
quite likely that Russian strategists are currently preoccupied with strategizing how to 
thwart these developments and probably to punish Yerevan for its disloyalty. As to that, it 
is true that Russia is significantly weakened as a result of its war in Ukraine. Yet, it is also 
true that it still has teeth to bite the small and fragile Armenia. Armenias strong economic 
reliance on Russia is the main leverage of Moscow, which it may use to destabilize 
Armenia (for a piece on the economic relations between Armenia and Russia click here). 
Approximately 5000 Russian troops stationed in Armenia should also be factored in.

Lastly from a Turkish perspective, Armenia-West military cooperation is rather a 
complicated issue. On the one hand, Ankara would welcome attempts that would help 
Armenia to unleash itself from Russia and pursue an independent foreign policy. On the 
other hand, however, Ankara would be on thorns about a West-Russia confrontation over 
Armenia on its doorstep in the South Caucasus. Thirdly, the real possibility of the spread 
of revanchist ideas in Western-pampered Armenia against Azerbaijan that would 
jeopardize the relative stability and the hopes for final peace in the South Caucasus is a 
factor that would cause apprehension in Ankara, which looks forward to the 
materialization of the final Armenia-Azerbaijan peace at the earliest. Lastly, for Ankara, 
the lead role of France in and by itself is a reason for serious reservations for the latters 
time and again proven anti-Turkish and anti-Azerbaijani obsessions.

Under these circumstances, the West-Armenia military cooperation needs to be followed 
and scrutinized closely. All concerned actors should address all the cons and pros of this 
recent development and the repercussions of Armenia turning from being a Russian 
satellite to being a Western bastion.
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[1] Established in March 2021, EPF https://fpi.ec.europa.eu/what-we-do/european-peace-
facility_en  is an "off-budget funding mechanism for EU actions with military and defence 
implications  ☀䤀琀  allows the EU to support partners on a global level, either bilaterally or 
through international or regional organisations  ☀吀栀爀漀甀最栀  the EPF, the EU has the 
possibility to provide military equipment to increase its partners' security and defence 
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capacity." The total budget of the EPF for the period 2021-2027 is more than 12 billion 
Euros. It is important to note that the "EPF https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/european-
peace-facility_en  can provide all kind of support related to military and defence matters 
that are not funded by the EU Budget," meaning that the military aid to partners is no 
limited with defensive weaponry, but may also include offensive ones.
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